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finding the motivation is the first step. you must
be willing to realize that you have control over
your finances and your life. you must be willing
to change. and, once that commitment is in
place, you must educate yourself. there is no
shortcut to this path and it can be dangerous.
the truth is that we probably will be misled.
there are many reasons why some people keep
their finances separate from their personal
affairs. one is that its generally not necessary to
handle them together. we have three different
accounts for three different purposes. some
people have one savings account, one checking
account and one investment account. you can
have any combination you like. its your money,
do with it what you please. but in the unlikely
event you do want your checking and savings in
the same place, there are systems for this.
many online services can help you with this, and
some can integrate into your existing system. if
youre new to personal finance, and youve had
questions about money or investment solutions,
then there are lots of resources on the web,
including a vast number of financial books and
investing advice, that will help you learn.
finance and personal finance are huge topics. if
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you happen to run into this, hopefully its
something that will fade away as you dive
deeper into the world of personal finance. i tried
a few things myself, like high-yield savings
accounts and now i have a few more options in
place to help me save and grow my money.
time to get to work. as someone who runs a
finance website (and in general writes and
speaks about personal finance), i know that a lot
of people are absolutely amazing with money,
and they do their finances with two tools: a
spreadsheet and an address book. so, even
though i make the case for using financial
software and i love them, there are definitely
things that you can and should be doing in a
more manual way.
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